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ENCOUNTERS WITH THE MILITARY: TOWARDS A FEMINIST ETHICS OF CRITIQUE?

INTRODUCTION

This conversation grows from a panel held at the IFJP conference in May 2013, when we started
talking about our experiences of conducting fieldwork with or around the British military, and the
methodological and ethical issues these experiences raised. The panel revealed some pertinent
shared experiences and topics worthy of further discussion, in particular in relation to issues around
the importance of fieldwork for international relations and for feminist critical military studies,
notions of insider/outsider status and the civil-military divide, and the ethics of critique. This was
such a fruitful, inspiring and reassuring panel, which created such a fantastic space to share
successes, failures, concerns, and strategies that confronted the experience of doing research on
such a rich and complex institution as the military, that we wanted to continue in the hope that we
can open up yet more, wider conversationsi.

To contextualise our positions before we go on, it seems appropriate to include some brief details
a out the

atu e of ea h pe so s

o k. Catherine Baker, after joining a research project on

languages and the military as a postdoctoral researcher, conducted more than 50 oral history
interviews during the course of the project with former peacekeepers and civilian linguists who had
been involved in peace operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Victoria Basham researches issues of
gender, race, class and sexuality in the British armed forces and has carried out focus groups, one-toone interviews and ethnographic research with a broad range of members of the military
community. “a ah Bul e s do to al esea h i estigated attitudes to a ds se ualit
Royal Navy, a d he

u e t p oje t e gages ith a

ithi the

ete a s i B itai . Ha iet G a s o goi g PhD
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research focuses on intimate partner abuse in the British military community, and involves in-depth,
semi-structured interviews with victim-survivors, perpetrators, and support staff working in a range
of capacities, both military and civilian. Ale a d a H de s PhD research is an ethnography of a British
Army regiment based overseas, from the perspective of women married to servicemen, which
involved six months participant observation living on a military camp in Germany. Drawing on these
experiences, we came together to discuss some of the issues raised and to reflect upon how they
continue to frame our identities and our practices as researchers in the broad field of critical military
studies.

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF A MILITARY KIND

Alexandra Hyde (AH): I e just

itte do

i

apital lette s the idea of encounters - e e all had

very different encounters with the military. Encounters implies a kind of immediacy and an
experiential aspect to doing the research, conducting fieldwork – the dynamics of travelling to a
place or being in the room with research participants, meeting people face to face. The idea of
e ou te s also speaks to so ethi g espo si e fo

e, it allows for the fact that our experiences

are bound to be subjective.

Victoria Basham (VB): Yes; this idea of e ou te s , of ph si all goi g a d i te a ti g
and doing fieldwork, is something that I
e e tl a out ho

a lot of the

ith people

eall kee to reflect on. Sarah and I have been talking

o k i i te atio al elatio s that

e e ead, i ludi g a lot of

feminist work which is really valuable and interesting, seems somehow devoid of people. It s ot
that they are missing altogether of course. Mainstream IR is populated by insights from and into the
actions of elite actors, and more critical work, particularly feminist scholarship, sheds necessary light
on the diverse lived conditions of possibility of different social actors. However, fieldwork is still
so e hat of a a o al i I‘. As a esult, I

ofte left

o de i g if the sto ies

e tell a e too
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eat a d he e the messiness of people s li es has go e. I think that these questions are also to do
with critical military studies as a field that is particularly enriched by fieldwork. Not to try and draw
ou da ies a ou d it o to suggest that

iti al

ilita

studies is t a thi g that does t i ol e

fieldwork, or even that fieldwork is always better or always necessary, but, given that we e all do e
field o k a d that a lot of people i I‘ a tuall do t do field o k,

hat does that

ea ? I thi k

there is an interesting methodological pluralism inherent in broadly critical ways of engaging with
the military; a desire to engage with people in interpersonal situations that comes with asking
critical questions about the military writ large.

Sarah Bulmer (SB): I agree with Victoria. I worry that we spend an awful lot of time talking about the
challenges and problems that fieldwork brings, and of course, it does. But it is precisely in the
discomfort, the unease, and the ethical quandaries that these encounters with the military are so
valuable.

Harriet Gray (HG): For me, fieldwork - in terms of involving people in the research that I do - is a
really important part of doing feminist critical military studies. This is because dominant ideas about
militaries, what they are for, and how they should/do work, are so often de-personalised in that they
are removed from the level of people and their everyday interactions. We talk about big strategic
concepts as if they have nothing to do with people, as if they could exist independently of our own
beliefs and actions. In addition we talk about these concepts as if they are un-gendered, whereas
they seem to me to be deeply embedded in gendered ideas, and this gendering plays a central role
i thei

o

alisatio . I de idi g to do field o k,

hat I

t i g to do is to look at the le el of

everyday interactions within the family and to draw links between these mundane gendered
performances and larger, supposedly inevitable structures and strategic concepts. Following Enloe
(2000, 3), I want to argue that we cannot fully understand the larger structures of militarism without
taking seriously the gendered configurations of everyday life upon which they rely. And this is what
3
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I

t i g to do u de the u

ella of

iti al

ilita

studies; to halle ge ou de-personalised

assumptions by looking at their reliance on the level of the personal everyday, and showing how this
then changes the fundamental questions we need to be asking.

AH: A d thi ki g a out the field a d e e da so ial elatio s has eall i po ta t i pli atio s for
interdisciplinary research methodologies – for example in introducing ethnographic or sociological
approaches to research that is also intended to address concerns (and audiences) within IR as a
dis ipli e. I

e

a a e of ha i g

o du ted

hat e ded up

ei g a

e

o e tio al

ethnography in many ways, and the challenges of remaining alert to the kind of power relations and
perspectives an ethnography can reproduce. One interesting aspect of the traditional ethnographic
approach of my project was its location in-a-place-called-overseas. This was crucial for what I
wanted to draw out about how the Regimental community re-assembled and re-constructed its
ph si al, atio al, so ial a d ultu al ou da ies. But i the se se that I e o
field a d a
o

iti g up

field o k as if it

eth og aph , it s uite eas fo

etu ed f o

the

e to fall i to the trap of looking back

as sealed off i a othe ti e a d pla e. That s a i te esti g d a i i

itself when part of my argument is about the paradoxical conditions of fluidity and fixity that
ha a te ise a

life and create a a ge of

hat I

alli g militarised mobilities. It raises the

possibility that some of my experiences and attitudes have come to mirror those of my research
participants: many people spoke about intense but transient friendships created in the geographical
and temporal moment of a posting, which neither party expects to endure for example. But as the
narrative I write freezes the research participants in a certain time and place,

ti e i the field

represents a very short period in the cycle of deployments and postings for the military families who
move on to the next one and continue to live that reality.

Catherine Baker (CB): I

thi ki g a out the

ethodologi al di e sio of ou e ou te s - there are

differences in duration and degree of embodied i

e si e ess a o g the

ethods

e e ea h
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used. But even an encounter that is short in terms of time can involve an intense and intimate
rapport (maybe the very act of deep listening almost requires that), and the affective politics of that
encounter do t e essa il dissipate i
o

fo

e

lo g. A d the

ediatel afte

a ds just e ause the e ou te did t go

of ou se the e s all the

o ido talk' that o e e pe ie es as a

researcher, which is a different dimension of encounter in a way (as in it's not something we've
made happen for the sake of getting 'data' as a result of it).

AH: Yes absolutely, encounters can spill over beyond the official time or place where they are
o du ted . A d the

a e ist i

a

diffe e t fo

s – the official and the unofficial encounter,

the i te ie i so eo e s ho e e sus thei offi e; o field o k e ou te s that a e e

edded i

the everyday life of participant observation (for example, my encounters with the military include
running a cake stall and taking pa t i a Fit ess Fiesta

eeke d . The idea of spillover is interesting

in relation to research on the military specifically – it reminds me of militarisation as a way of
understanding the depth and scope of military power, how it spreads, the transformations it entails
and the vectors of power it works with, such as gender of course. Except that spillover implies the
existence of a boundary that is breached, which I guess leads to some interesting reflections on the
nature of the (false?) division between the military and civilian.

VB: One of the things that struck me while the rest of you were talking is that although the research I
did was quite a long time ago - in terms of that kind of very entrenched embedded ethnographic
style - it s e ause of that o k that I e had so

a

o e e ou te s ith the

ilita

community

since. My first experience of researching the military continues to shape all the subsequent
encounters I e had a d i deed, ofte e a les the
o kI

to happe . When I meet with veterans through

doi g ith a ti ist g oups, fo e a ple, I ha e a la guage that I

a le to sha e ith them;

there is a sense that I understand their world to some extent, or at least as far as a civilian can
expect to. Whethe it s

ith

ilita

pe so

el, veterans, defence journalists, civil servants, policy
5
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o ks, o a ti ilita ist a ti ists a d a paig e s, it s

e o e lea e to

e that the i itial

encounters I had with British soldiers were not contained and that they cannot be confined to the
past. As you become known as someone who o ks o the

ilita

, fu the e ou te s e sue a d

are shaped by past ones. Recently, I e had a lot of e ou te s
defence-fa i g i il se a ts a d

hat I o side

ilita

f ie dl

ith eti ed

ilita

pe so

el,

a ade i s. At ti es I feel a it

like how I imagine that Carol Cohn (1987) may have done when she was researching Cold War
defe e i telle tuals. I

e ou te i g all this talk about war and military strategy that is articulated

in the most abstract of terms, so e o ed f o

the iole e i he e t to it. I

especially fascinated

by the gendered politics of this. The assumption is that only a supposedly rational, focused and
highly reactive mode of thinking about the military and security is relevant and thus deserves to be
listened to, deserves to inform policy, and increasingly, deserves to shape teaching and research
agendas. I have noticed the validation of this kind of thinking, of the normalcy of denigrating any
attempts to engage with the emotional, the complex and the reflective dimensions of war, in a
number of ways recently. For example, at a conference on private military security, contractors told
a ade i s a d NGO
de ied the

o ke s that thei

uestio s a out p ofiti g f o

o issio th ough i sisti g

e etu

a

e e i app op iate o

to the i po ta t issues at ha d. A othe

example is that in a discussion of ways to teach applied strategy, concerns about ensuring students
had adequate time for careful reflection were dismissed as cate i g to gatherers not the hu te s
that the course aimed to recruit (a highly sloppy analogy given that hunters would have starved
without gatherers). Though I a

still a le to

ai tai that

esea h has poli

ele a e

virtue of my military encounters and all the encounters that they have since engendered, the
p o otio of the atio al i telle tual isks positioning my own work on security, and that of many
of my colleagues, as outside the realm of policy relevance and therefore beyond relevance of any
kind. And yet, at the same time, as I e said, it is by virtue of having had some proximity to the
ilita

esta lish e t that I e ee p i

to these o e satio s at all. The e s a ta it assu ptio
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that I must know relevance when I see it, that I must have tried to be relevant, even if I cannot
al a s sustai that age da. I a

eithe f ie d o foe ut st a ge i Bau a s te

s (1991) and

that often elicits ambivalence over what to make of me during these encounters.

SB: But is t this

hat feminist research is about? Engaging the military community in a genuine

dialogue that deepens our understandings of militarisation and war, and actively intervening in
those processes and subjecting them to critique – for me this is at the heart of feminist praxis. And
yes, it can be uncomfortable and awkward, and there is a fine line between being complicit in
military processes and critiquing them when you engage in this type of work. Personally, I look for
points of connection with the people I want to engage with and go from there. For example, over
the past year I have been working with a former Royal Marine who is now a researcher and
counsellor of war veterans. There is a lot of synergy between us in terms of wanting to foreground
the lived experiences of veterans in our research. However, his critique of the treatment of veterans
by society (this includes the government and the military institution) does not extend to a critique of
ilita is

pe se, as it does fo

e. This is t a p o le

continued to question a lot of my own assumptions, it s a e
and foremost as a person, ot the o je t of

a d th ough working with him I have
p odu ti e elatio ship. I see him first

esea h a d I thi k this is e

i po ta t. This is

why the o ept of the e ou te resonates with me, as it suggests a dialogic, exploratory and
creative potentiality which is inherent to this mode of praxis.

CIVVIES ENCOUNTE‘ THE MILITA‘Y: QUESTIONING THE NOTION OF A CIVIL-MILITARY DIVIDE

HG: One of the things I think is particularly interesting about research encounters which take place in
a military context is the ways in which they highlight the permeability and fluidity of what is often
referred to as the civil-military divide, as well as attempts to fix these boundaries in particular ways.
While none of us have served in the military ourselves it seems that our experiences of the research
7
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encounters, and the process of negotiating access to participants in the first place, have been
shaped by our own multiple and fluid lo atio s o the s ale of i side a d outside i

elatio to

the military institution and to our research participants, as well as how we are positioned in terms of
gender, race and class.

AH: Absolutely. I think that fieldwork highlights really well the processes of othering, of meeting
a oss a i stitutio al ou da

du i g

field o k I as e tai l

alled a i ie e ough ti es to

have internalised this at least a bit I think!). If all these encounters have their own rules and
boundaries, the it s i po ta t to e plo e ho

the

eda

o t a sg essed a d, ulti atel , ho

they shape the knowledge we hope to produce. My access to the Regiment for the purposes of this
research was expressly informal, negotiated through a family member. And of course this shaped my
fieldwork in important a s, o the o e ha d helpi g

e to gai people s t ust a d suppo t fo

project, on the other hand giving rise to some interesting dynamics that included a lot of
conventions around rank and assumptions about class and sexuality for example.

SB: My access to the naval community was somewhere between informal and formal. I met a senior
commander from one of the bases where I was hoping to do my research and he was very keen to
get involved and liked the idea of building links with the university. He paved the way for me so I
never had to do the official Ministry of Defence Research Ethics Committee (MODREC) process,
despite some resistance from one of the managers at Royal Navy headquarters. Researching
veterans, as I am doing now, is in many ways easier in terms of access because they are no longer in
the military so you can approach people directly, although this is still a close-knit community and
the e is a eed to uild elatio ships

ith i side s . I

particularly interested in working with

veterans because they very much embody the fluidity of this divide; are they civilian or are they
military?

8
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CB: This reflects some of my own experiences, as not all of the people with military experience who I
was interviewing for the study were still serving. Access to those who had retired was different; they
did t ha e to go th ough
so e od s pe

issio

fo

hat a se i g

ilita

pe so

ould eed to go th ough i o de to get

ou to o e to isit the , fo i stance. This question of whether

someone is civilian or military, an insider or an outsider, is something that the Bosnian interpreters I
interviewed in my research had had to work out for themselves in the process of doing their jobs.
They were helping soldiers fulfil their peacekeeping mission and might not have agreed with every
dimension of what the mission was doing or how a soldier was carrying it out, and in some cases
the

e e li i g i a o

odatio o the ase o

ea i g a ouflage u ifo

thi k fo the sel es a out he e the o de li e et ee

i ilia

a d

ilita

. The d each had to
la , hat side of it

they wanted to be on and how comfortable they were with crossing it (Baker, 2010). Theirs was a
much more sustained engagement with that insider/outsider dynamic than my own research was
putti g

e i , ut e ause it as so i po ta t i

a

of thei

a ati es, I ould t es ape thi ki g

about the same dynamic as it applied to me.

HG: Absolutely, this resonates with my experiences as well. My access to support workers directly
employed by the military has been negotiated through official channels, including the lengthy
processes of finding a sponsor within the military institution and having my plans assessed by
MODREC. On the other hand, the a ess I e egotiated to othe se tio s of

sa ple, i ludi g

civilians who work for military charities and civilian (former) spouses of military personnel, has been
much more informal. My experiences talking to women who are/were married to servicemen
pa ti ula l

efle ts ou thoughts o

ete a s “a ah. Offi iall the a e t pa t of the

ilita

so

gaining access to them has been significantly simpler, but many of them have lived with or even
within the institution for many years and their lives have been shaped by it in significant ways. So
the

e ot offi iall

ilita

the

e pu el

either. Relative to me, of course, both (former) military spouses and civilians

i ilia

(and many never have been), but it would be overly simplistic to say

9
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who wo k i se i e ha ities a e e
ith the a

u h i side s ; the ha e k o ledge of li i g a d

ed fo es a d the speak the la guage of the

ilita

i

o ki g

a s hi h I si pl do t.

VB: The more I think about the military writ large, the more wary I become of those around the
ilita

i stitutio . I do t sa this as a

a to e use those i the

ilita ; I e

itte a out ho

enlisting means that one is implicated in violence, whether one sees it that way or not (Basham,
2013). Having said that, some of the most anti- ilita ist people I e e e
ilita

o a e still i the

ilita . Th ough

o ko

et ha e ee i the

ilita isatio , I e had e ou te s ith a ti-

war veterans, such as Ben Griffin, a former SAS officer who has come 360 degrees from killer to
pa ifist. O the othe ha d, so e of the

ost

ilita isti people I e

et a e p i a il

hite,

iddle

class men – and to a lesser extent women - who work in Whitehall and around it. These men and
women perform war in a really interesting way, as something abstract, bureaucratic and to be dealt
with decisively without sustained reflection and certainly without emotion. Ultimately, these
i ilia s allo

iole e to fu tio i sig ifi a t a d te i le a s.

CB: Also, there are multiple cross- utti g fa to s that ould

eate a pa tial i side - ess

et ee a

civilian researcher and people in a certain sub-area of the military, yet which might mean very little
outside that sub-area. For instance, I think one of the ways that I was able to generate rapport with
some of the (ex) se i e people that I

as speaki g to

ho

e e li guists

as e ause I d lea t

another language (Croatian) to a high level. That makes me a linguist, that makes me similar to them
in one way, even though we are positioned in very different parts of the knowledge-using apparatus.
Whi h is useful

he

ou e talki g to the fo

e ‘o al A

Edu atio al Co ps

o

Edu atio al

and Training Services), or to others who for whatever reason have got an agenda about language.
But it

ight ot e so useful if ou e talki g to so e od f o

a o pletel diffe e t

a h ho

has less of a point of view about languages as an asset – which is this big discourse now in certain
parts of the military (Lewis 2012) – but might have agreed to an interview for other reasons.
10
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VB: Absolutely - what we have all suggested about boundaries and the ways in which they are drawn
is really important. The civil-military divide shifts, reforms, and reasserts itself in some spaces and
not others; it has a te po alit a d a spatialit to it that s o sta tl
What s eall i te esti g is the po e

elatio s that a e fa ilitated

lu i g, shifti g a d

o i g.

he the i il-military divide is

invoked or when it becomes blurred and how, of course, it becomes blurred, entrenched and so on.
During my doctoral research, I was mistaken for a woman soldier and sexually harassed as a result of
that misunderstanding. I thought I was just out socialising with soldiers but instead something
unpleasant happened that was relevant to my research questions. Those kinds of things make you
question where the divide is, what it looks like and how it comes into being and contracts. I, the
researcher, read the situation in one way but those around me read it very differently.

AH: Given the fluidity of the civil-military divide, then, if the boundaries between civilian and military
appear far less concrete when they are encountered close up on an everyday level, and if they are
transgressed or complicated in the process of doing our research, does this mean we are being
militarised? If we develop professional relationships and personal friendships with military
personnel, empathise with particular narratives, begin to identify with certain values? Does this
impact our capacity to do critical research?

HG: This is something I worry about, in particular in light of the my official mode of access,
something which – having read the work of scholars such as Enloe (2010, 1107) and Jenkings et al
(2011, 44) who express concern over the ways that official access to the military institution may
require researchers to adapt their language, priorities, outlook and world-view to a more militarised
one – I do feel conflicted about having gained. As much as I recognise the depoliticising impact of the
ideas about military specificity inherent in the reification of the civil-military divide, we need to be
careful about abandoning all claims to separation if it means we end up learning to speak the

11
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language of the military too proficiently (Cohn, 1987). A big part of doing critical military studies for
me is about undermining the presumption that those are our own choices.

A FEMINIST ETHICS OF CRITIQUE?

SB: Something else that interests me is thinking about how the encounter changes our ability to
critique military power. I thi k it s i po ta t to recognise how in our role as researchers we e
actually intervening in social processes, not just observing or data-gathering. We need to think much
more critically about this, to go beyond the acknowledgment of power relations between researcher
and researched and actually theorise the research as political intervention. I want us to acknowledge
that we actively intervene in social and political life when we research the military. For example, in
my own research I realised that in asking military personnel questions about gender and sexuality I
was reproducing the very discourses and subjectivities I wanted to challenge. This problem has been
discussed by others (Stern and Zalewski, 2009

ut I

ot su e e e got lose to e gagi g ith it.

As a response to this problem, I sought to actively destabilise the gendered terms I was using in my
very asking of certain questions and in gently challenging my interviewees on some of their
responses.

HG: How do you mean? What kind of things were you asking?

SB: I was asking a lot of questions around sexuality and military identity, and my aim was to
understand how gendered difference is produced in military cultures, and simultaneously to
demonstrate that those categories of difference are contingent, unstable and ultimately
contradictory. Rather than asking questions about straight and gay soldiers, waiting for my
interviewees to a s e i those te

s a d si pl taki g

data ho e a d o du ti g a le e

deconstruction, I tried to enable a deconstruction of gendered difference to take place in the
12
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interviews themselves. For example, on one occasion I was probing a senior commander about why
he felt LGBT personnel marching at Pride was inappropriate, despite him being very happy with
LGBT personnel serving in the military. He was talki g a out the eed to ha e a

ilita

pu li , ut

as t possi le fo

he I fu the

uestio ed hi

o

hat that

as e a tl a d

h it

ea i g i

LGBT personnel to demonstrate that, he ultimately conceded that it was impossible to answer
e ause it depe ded

he e o e d e

the li e (see Bulmer, 2013). He deconstructed his own

position. So it was quite an active way of interviewing, which might have its own problems, but I felt
that it was more honest and I wanted the people I was engaging with to reflect on their own
identities and assumptions. I should also ad it that it did t al a s o k! “o e of
did t u de sta d hat I as getti g at o si pl

espo ded

CB: I like this idea of starting to de o st u t hat the sa

i te ie ees

epeating their previous statement.

hile ou e still in the interview. We e

got an oral history reading group at Hull, a d o e of the o e s that e al a s etu

to is, How

ethically appropriate is it to de o st u t hat esea h pa ti ipa ts sa if the did t k o that ou
ight do that? I k o that i the i te ie s that I did, I did t e e really get into a space where I
was able to halle ge people s a ati es o ideas. I think this is partially because I had internalised
fo

i stitutio s ethics committee at the time the idea that every interview, every question, is

potentially a source of harm to participants.

HG: I think that in some ways, the experience of my research encounters has changed the ways in
which I am drawn to critique, whether inside or outside of the context of the interviews themselves.
As you point out in your book Victoria (Basham, 2013, 3-4), encounters with military personnel can
complicate the somewhat simplistic images that we might hold of what the
pe so

el a e; a d fo

e, this has u de

ilita

a d

ilita

i ed the particular kinds of critique that such imaginings

might permit. My encounters with military personnel (in particular with military support workers)
have muddied some of the critiques that I thought I wanted to make, and have led to other, more
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nuanced, and ultimately I think more productive forms of critique. This has shaped my conversations
both within the interviews and elsewhere, and has made the space of the interview itself much more
reflexive and open for discussion; a space in which I do feel I can challenge participants, but also in
which we can both challenge my own assumptions, too. Your approach sounds great Sarah, and is
something I would like to strive for myself.

AH: I think I took a different view of challenging interviewees, and for me it comes back to this idea
of ha i g a ade i

aste

o e the sto

e tell ith othe people s sto ies, hat Al off esists i

The Problem of Speaking for Others (1991). When I began the e pe ie e of li i g i the se gea ts
mess and was diligently writing my field diary, as e e said, a lot of social encounters became part
of the research. And with that I became really aware of the fact that I was going to be taking my
data back home and deconstructing it, as if it was mine to do with as I wished. And then I did t feel
I should be going back to my room and scribbling down an experience I d had at dinner, or noting
down what someone had said, without giving them a chance to respond. So I very soon decided that
I would also have to interview some of the people I was living with in the Mess. And that gave rise to
an odd interview dynamic. For a start, it required a transition from casual encounters and chit-chat
round the dinner table every evening to a quiet, pre-arranged one-to-one encounter that was openly
desig ated as a

i te ie . Often these started off more awkward than my interviews with

complete strangers. And secondly, these interviews were reflexive in a way that was very different
from my interviews with military wives, because I was asking people about experiences we had
shared. Essentially the purpose was to air my own critical interpretation of events and pose it back
to research participants, so I
What is the fu tio of all this

aski g

h

a te ? O I

ould ou

ake that a ist, ho opho i , se ist joke?

aski g people to tell

e what they thought of my

presence, if it had changed any of the social dynamics in the mess, and what they thought of this or
that awkward situation in which we were both implicated. By doing this I felt at least I was outi g
my critical position with respect to some really challenging issues, and giving people a chance to
14
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deconstruct the situation themselves, to put their side if you like. But that certainly makes for
awkward interviewing and it also opens me up to the accusation of being solipsistic and taking
reflexive research too far. It all felt very messy at the time, and listening back to the interviews was
also fairly gruelling, having all those raw and messy social relations played back to me.

VB: I also came across comments in my early encounters with military personnel that were highly
problematic: racist, sexist, homophobic and the like. I just did t k o

ho

to deal

ith the . I

remember thinking when people were saying these terrible things, oh my god, what do I do now
but at the sa e ti e this is gonna be great for the thesis . When other white people would try to
make me complicit in their racism by telli g
was or rhetorically asking do ou k o

e ho
hat I

diffe e t the ultu e of thei Fijia

o

ades

ea ? , in all honesty, I was both appalled and

thrilled. These were difficult moments. What do you say in that situation? The answer may seem
obvious – you challenge, you intervene, but these people gave me their time, they willingly opened
up to me so what I actually did in those situations was usually to just ask the next question. I think
this highlights just how deeply personal research is. We e all had e pe ie es like this

he e the

material is sensitive, where ou e e gagi g so e od a d the e s an interpersonal relationship and
a set of presumptions that you are both coming to that encounter with, or which that encounter
engenders.

The other thing that I think is important here is that I never saw my interviewees as rational, liberal
individuals with individual prejudices and shortcomings. I was trying always to put them in their
social context, I was trying to think about what they were saying as discursive, as things that they
were articulating in particular conditions of possibility at particular moments. It s then more a
question of how you can engage with the individual and challenge those individuals if ou do t see
them as individuals in the first place. And the same goes for the individual positionality of the
researcher: as someone who was also situated in discursive conditions of possibility shaped at least
15
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in some part by the academy and feminism, I found myself compelled to sympathise with these men
and women when we were face to face, even though their involvement in war was an affront to me
and my sensibilities. This is why what Sarah did was really valuable. Trying to give research
participants an opportunity to re-a ti ulate

hat the

e sa i g so that ou a

e lea er on it

strikes me as a much better enactment of the ethics of critique.

SB: I think the idea around the intervention is to ask questions which then enable people to reflect
on the sel es, a d that s hat I suppose
It s ot that ou go i

ith ou o

wrong, it s halle gi g the

akes it politi al, athe tha telli g the

ideas a d the

ou halle ge people e ause ou thi k the

to self-reflect on the meaning of hat the

ou ette u de sta d hat the

e doi g a d h . But also, I

people sa ho opho i thi gs that do t a tuall

ake se se i thei o

e

e doi g, hi h the helps

ea I a t get a a f o

that in a way whi h e de s the li its o assu ptio s of thei o
that s uite the sa e thi g o

hat to thi k.

te

positio

it, he

s, I a t to uestio
isi le. I do t k o

if

ot.

FINAL REMARKS

HG: Thank you all so much for taking part. This has been such a valuable space to think through
some of the things which are both troubling and exciting about doing research with/on the military.
It has ei fo ed so

a

of the ke

oti atio s fo

hat I

t i g to do, i pa ti ula a ou d the

importance of centring insights into the everyday from fieldwork and the encounter more broadly.
And it has also raised some really important questions about how we actively engage with the
myriad politics implicated in our research, both as we are conducting the fieldwork itself and in the
aftermath – the importance of the political work that our research does, both in relation to the
individuals who participate and the broader institutions implicated. These are in many ways
unresolvable questions, but ones which we nonetheless must remain continually alert to.
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AH: It strikes me that this discussion about fieldwork encounters, in addition to suggesting really
productive ways of thinking about research and about the military in all its guises, is really
p odu ti e as a fe i ist e ou te i itself.

VB: Yes, the e s so ethi g here not only about our individual capacity to be reflexive, but about the
fa t that e e hose to o e togethe to do it as ell a d that st ikes

e as a e

fe i ist thi g

to do.

AH: Absolutely, hopefully this conversation and some of the double-binds and contradictions it
reveals in our encounters with the military, contributes to a kind of feminist research that Carol
Smart (2009) has argued should embrace the messiness of human relations. And on a broader scale
this is related to the feminist project within IR and Zalewski s 2007, 305 ) idea that perhaps to tidy
up all the loose e ds a d

ake a ohe e t

hole of Fe i ist I‘ as a u ified field is beside the

point of the feminist project itself.

SB: I totally agree, and I think this process of reflecting together keeps us learning and helps
ai tai ou fe i ist u iosit

(Enloe, 2004) so that we keep asking questions of ourselves and

others...
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As ith all o e satio s, ou s as o e o e “k pe ith a e s , ahs , pauses a d i te je tio s. We
thought it important to state that these have been edited out in the process of turning speech into text, for
which our conversation was transcribed and then circulated and jointly edited. This process struck us as
interesting gi e that the dis ussio i luded the uestio of ho
e ep ese t ou pa ti ipa ts a ati es
and the issues this highlights a out the editi g of people s li es, including our own.
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